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ABSTRACT: Granulocyte macrophage colony stimulating factor
(GMCSF) is an immunomodulatory cytokine that is harnessed as a
therapeutic. GMCSF is known to interact with other clinically
important molecules, such as heparin, suggesting that endogenous
and administered GMCSF has the potential to modulate orthogonal
treatment outcomes. Thus, molecular level characterization of GMCSF
and its interactions with biologically active compounds is critical to
understanding these mechanisms and predicting clinical consequences.
Here, we dissect the biophysical factors that facilitate the GMCSF−
heparin interaction, previously shown to be pH-dependent, using
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, surface plasmon resonance,
and molecular dynamics simulations. We ﬁnd that the aﬃnity of
GMCSF for heparin increases not only with a transition to acidic pH
but also with an increase in heparin chain length. Changes in local
ﬂexibility, including a disruption of the N-terminal helix at acidic pH, also accompany the binding of heparin to GMCSF. We use
molecular dynamics simulations to propose a mechanism in which a positive binding pocket that is not fully solvent accessible at
neutral pH becomes more accessible at acidic pH, facilitating the binding of heparin to the protein.

G

several biologically relevant molecules, including heparin,
heparan sulfate, chondroitin sulfates, and nucleotide triphosphates, have been investigated to various degrees at the
biophysical level.13−17 Heparin was previously reported to be
an inhibitor of a nucleotide binding site that correlates directly
to the proliferative ability of GMCSF, but the molecular details
have not been established.18 Exploring the mechanism of
interaction between GMCSF and heparin will allow us to
better understand how structural factors drive these and other
protein−ligand interactions in this system.
Heparin functions endogenously as a cell surface glycosaminoglycan (GAG) and is clinically used as an anticoagulant.
Unfractionated heparin, composed of a wide range of
molecular weight oligosaccharides, is inexpensive and has
well-characterized anticoagulative properties.19,20 Low-molecular weight heparins, originally developed as alternatives to

ranulocyte macrophage colony stimulating factor
(GMCSF, or CSF2) is a mediator of cellular expansion
and diﬀerentiation for myeloid progenitors in bone marrow.
GMCSF plays an immunoregulatory role as a pathogenic proinﬂammatory agent in autoimmune diseases such as multiple
sclerosis (MS) and rheumatoid arthritis (RA)1,2 but has also
been utilized in a clinical setting as a therapeutic for
immunocompromised patients to simulate recovery of mature
white blood cell populations.3 Pathophysiological properties of
GMCSF have been highlighted by the incidence of the global
pandemic, COVID-19 (caused by SARS-CoV-2), where
elevated levels of GMCSF were identiﬁed in COVID-19
patients in cases related to the development of systemic
hyperinﬂammation, pneumonia, and acute respiratory distress
syndrome (ARDS).4 Attempts to mitigate hyperinﬂammatory
conditions in these patients include development and testing of
antibody-mediated therapeutics against GMCSF.5−11 Given
that GMCSF has been shown to be a protective and
pathogenic signal transducer in innate immune responses,
has been employed as a therapeutic for immunosuppressed
patients, and is itself a drug target for COVID-19-related
complications, insight into the mechanisms of GMCSF,
particularly those involving molecules that modulate its
structure, is of interest.12 The interactions of GMCSF with
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containing CaCl2, MgSO4, and MEM vitamins with 15NH4Cl
as the sole nitrogen source. Small cultures of GMCSF were
grown overnight in LB medium. The following morning,
cloudy suspensions were collected by centrifugation and
resuspended in the ﬁnal M9 growth medium. Cultures of
GMCSF were grown to an OD600 of 0.8−1.0 before induction
with 1 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside.
Cells were harvested after 5 h and resuspended in a
denaturing lysis buﬀer containing 10 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM
sodium phosphate, and 6 M guanidine hydrochloride
(GuHCl) at pH 8.0. Cells were lysed by sonication, and cell
debris was removed by centrifugation. The resulting supernatant was incubated and nutated with 10 mL of Ni-NTA
agarose beads for 30 min at room temperature before the NiNTA slurry was packed into a gravity column. The column was
washed with the initial lysis buﬀer, followed by a gradient of
the same buﬀer without GuHCl over 100 mL. Elution of
GMCSF in its denatured form was performed with 1 column
volume of a buﬀer containing 10 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM
sodium phosphate, and 250 mM imidazole (pH 8.0). GMCSF
was refolded by dilution via dropwise addition of the 10 mL
eluent into 100 mL of a refolding buﬀer containing 10 mM
Tris-HCl, 100 mM sodium phosphate, and 750 mM arginine
(pH 8.0). The refolded protein was dialyzed exhaustively
against a buﬀer containing 2 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.4).
GMCSF was concentrated to ∼200 μM with an Amicon
centrifugal device and stored at −20 °C.
Surface Plasmon Resonance. SPR measurements were
performed on a BIAcore 3000 operated using BIAcore 3000
control and BIAevaluation software (version 4.0.1). Sensor SA
chips were purchased from GE healthcare (Uppsala, Sweden).
Preparation of the Heparin Biochip. Biotinylated
heparin was prepared by mixing 2 mg of heparin and 2 mg
of amine−PEG3−Biotin (Thermo Scientiﬁc, Waltham, MA)
with 10 mg of sodium cyanoborohydride (NaCNBH3) in 200
μL of H2O. The initial reaction was carried out at 70 °C for 24
h, after which an additional 10 mg of NaCNBH3 was added to
continue the reaction for an additional 24 h. The mixture was
then desalted with a spin column (3000 molecular weight
cutoﬀ). Biotinylated heparin was freeze-dried for chip
preparation. The biotinylated heparin was immobilized on a
streptavidin (SA) chip based on the manufacturer’s protocol.
Brieﬂy, a 20 μL solution of the heparin−biotin conjugate (0.1
mg/mL) in a buﬀer of 10 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM
EDTA, and 0.005% surfactant P20 (pH 7.4) was injected over
ﬂow cell 2 (FC2), ﬂow cell 3 (FC3), and ﬂow cell 4 (FC4) of
the SA chip at a ﬂow rate of 10 μL/min. The successful
immobilization of heparin was conﬁrmed by the observation of
an ∼100 resonance unit (RU) increase in the sensor chip
signal. The control ﬂow cell (FC1) was prepared by a 1 min
injection with saturating biotin.
Measurement of Interaction between Heparin and
GMCSF Using BIAcore. Samples of GMCSF were diluted in
buﬀers containing 10 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM
EDTA, and 0.005% surfactant P20 at pH 7.4, 5.5, and 4.5.
Various dilute protein samples were injected at a ﬂow rate of
30 μL/min. Following sample injection, the same buﬀer was
passed over the sensor surface to facilitate dissociation. After
dissociation for 3 min, the sensor surface was regenerated by
injecting 30 μL of 0.25% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). The
response was monitored as a function of time (sensorgram) at
25 °C.

unfractionated heparin to reduce severe adverse immune
reactions in a subset of patients, are now also routinely used in
clinical applications ranging from dialysis to cardiac surgery.21
However, recent reports have indicated that some patients
testing positive for COVID-19 are experiencing higher than
expected levels of stroke related to a hypercoagulative state,
and COVID-19 patients that have stroke complications also
have higher mortality rates.22−24 Externally administered
GMCSF was previously shown to induce mild activation of
the coagulation cascade;25,26 thus, it is even more critical to
understand the GMCSF−heparin interaction at the molecular
level to develop strategies for mitigating stroke complications
in COVID-19 patients.
Prior work has shown that GMCSF can interact with
heparin at acidic pH (pH 4−5) but does not interact at neutral
pH.13,16,17 The binding of GMCSF with negatively charged
heparin molecules is reportedly dependent on three histidine
residues (His15, His83, and His87) that become positively
charged at acidic pH.16 An additional residue, Lys85, is also
thought to be involved. Interestingly, the clinical administration of GMCSF and heparin often occurs in patients
experiencing pathologies with eﬀects that alter the local
physiological pH balance, such as asthma, sepsis, and
cancer.27−29 Given the frequent use of unfractionated and
low-molecular weight heparin in clinical settings, and the role
of GMCSF in altering immune responses, it is important to
elucidate the interactions between these molecules, both of
which exist endogenously and are administered as independent
therapeutics, creating ample opportunity for them to exist in
the same physiological space.
We explored the structural, dynamic, and biophysical
properties of GMCSF−heparin complexes to better understand this interaction. Although a binding site for heparin on
GMCSF has been proposed, there is no molecular level
information about this interaction. Here, we use surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) and solution nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) to ﬁll this knowledge gap by updating
known binding interactions of unfractionated heparin with
GMCSF, as well as providing novel probes of low-molecular
weight heparin−GMCSF interactions. Additionally, we describe the biophysical changes in the GMCSF protein at acidic
pH and in the presence of low-molecular weight heparins at
neutral and acidic pH. Finally, we investigate the structure of
GMCSF−heparin complexes with molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations.

■

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Antibiotics used in protein expression and other analytical
grade chemicals were purchased from Sigma. Unfractionated
heparin was purchased from Sigma as a sodium salt. Heparin
(16 kDa) and heparan sulfate (HS) (12 kDa) from porcine
intestine were purchased from Celsus Laboratories (Cincinnati, OH). Heparin oligosaccharides, including the tetrasaccharide (dp4), hexasaccharide (dp6), octasaccharide (dp8),
decasaccharide (dp10), and dodecasaccharide (dp12), were
prepared from controlled partial heparin lyase 1 treatment of
bovine lung heparin (Sigma) followed by size fractionation.
Protein Expression and Puriﬁcation. Plasmid DNA
containing GMCSF with an N-terminal six-His tag was cloned
into a pET-15b vector and transformed into BL21(DE3) cells.
GMCSF used in SPR experiments was grown and expressed in
BL21(DE3) with LB medium at 37 °C. Isotopically enriched
GMCSF was expressed at 37 °C in M9 minimal medium
3542
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Solution Competition Study between Heparin on the
Chip Surface and Heparin-Derived Oligosaccharides in
Solution. A heparin oligosaccharide competition study was
carried out by mixing 1 μM GMCSF with 1 μM heparin oligos,
including the tetrasaccharide (dp4), hexasaccharide (dp6),
octasaccharide (dp8), decasaccharide (dp10), and dodecasaccharide (dp12), in 10 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM
EDTA, and 0.005% surfactant P20 (pH 5.5). The mixtures
were passed over the heparin chip at a rate of 30 μL/min. After
each run, the dissociation and regeneration steps were
performed as described above. For each set of competition
experiments, a control experiment (GMCSF without any
heparin or oligosaccharides) was performed to conﬁrm
complete regeneration of the chip surface and the reproducibility of results from multiple runs (n = 2 or 3). Steady-state
dissociation constants for dissociation of heparin from GMCSF
(kd) were determined to occur outside of the time regime that
could complicate interpretation of NMR experiments. Errors
reported in Table 1 were determined as standard deviations
from replicate experiments.

600 (twice), 800, 1200, 1500, 2000, and 2500 ms for R1 and
16.9, 33.9 (twice), 67.8, 136.0 (twice), 169.0, and 203.0 ms
(twice) for R2. Errors were determined from replicate spectra
(n = 3 or 4). All relaxation experiments were carried out in a
temperature-compensated interleaved manner, processed with
in-house scripts, and analyzed in GraphPad Prism 7.0
(GraphPad Software). Trimmed means and standard deviations of relaxation data were determined as described above.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations. All simulations were
based on the X-ray structure of GMCSF protein [Protein Data
Bank (PDB) entry 2GMF].32 Structures of heparin oligos were
prepared using GLYCAM-Web GAG Builder.33 Simulations
were performed using the Gromacs 5 package34 with the
plumed 2.2 plugin.35 The AMBER ﬀ99SBnmr2 force ﬁeld36
was used for proteins, the GLYCAM-06j force ﬁeld37 for
heparin, and the TIP3P model to represent water. In each
simulated system, the numbers of Na+ and Cl− ions were
adjusted to provide a physiological ionic strength (0.15 M).
Simulations were carried out in the NPT ensemble with a
temperature of 310 K with the v-rescale thermostat38 and a
pressure of 1 bar with the Parrinello−Rahman barostat.39
Long-range electrostatic interactions were calculated with the
particle mesh Ewald method40 with a cutoﬀ radius of 1 nm. van
der Waals interactions were computed with a Lennard-Jones
potential and a cutoﬀ radius of 1 nm. All bonds involving
hydrogen were restrained with the LINCS algorithm. The
equations of motion were integrated with the leapfrog Verlet
algorithm with a time step of 2 fs. Molecular images were
created using VMD,41 and plots were prepared using the
matplotlib library.42
Spontaneous Binding of dp4 to GMCSF. The system
was composed of single copies of GMCSF and dp4 embedded
in a 7.1 nm × 7.1 nm × 7.1 nm dodecahedral box solvated with
7706 water molecules. To mimic the low-pH conditions,
simulations were performed with His15, His83, and His87
protonated. To eﬃciently sample the possible states of binding
of dp4 to GMCSF, the distance between centers of mass of
portions of the protein backbone (residues 13−19, 83−87, and
118−122) and two or three sugar subunits of dp4 was
restricted to 2.5 nm with one-sided harmonic potential with a
spring constant of 500 kJ nm−2. The system was simulated in
six replicas, resulting in a 6 μs total sampling. The resulting
trajectories were clustered on the basis of atomic positions of
dp4 after superimposing the complex using backbone atoms of
GMCSF residues 20−124 with cutoﬀ of 0.3 nm via gmx cluster
from the Gromacs package.
Reﬁnement of GMCSF−dp12 Complexes. The system
was composed of single copies of GMCSF and dp12
embedded in a 7.5 nm × 8 nm × 8 nm rectangular box
solvated with 14961 water molecules. Similar to dp4
simulations, His15, His83, and His87 were kept in the
protonated state. The intitial structure of GMCSF with dp12
was obtained by superimposing the dp12 molecule on the
structure of the dp4−GMCSF complex in which dp4 formed
direct contacts with His15, His83, and His87 residues. During
the initial 10 ns equilibration of the complex, the root-meansquare deviation (RMSD)-based restraint was applied to the
protein backbone region that initially interacted with dp4
(residues 4−15 and 82−87) with a force constant that
gradually decreased from 4000 to 250 kJ nm−2. At the same
time, the orientation of the top four sugar subunits of dp12 was
guided with RMSD-based restraints on a dp4−GMCSF
structure from an initial value of 0.45 nm to a value of 0 nm

Table 1. pH-Dependent Binding Aﬃnities of GMCSF for
Heparina
pH 7.4
pH 5.5
pH 4.5

ka (M−1 s−1)

kd (s−1)

KD (M)

63 ± 3
68 ± 2
2800 ± 90

4.2 × 10−4 ± 2.7 × 10−5
3.9 × 10−4 ± 1.2 × 10−5
5.6 × 10−4 ± 2.0 × 10−5

6.8 × 10−6
5.8 × 10−6
2.0 × 10−7

Article

a
Sensorgrams of GMCSF−heparin interactions at pH 7.4, 5.5, and 4.5
show that the aﬃnity of heparin for GMCSF increases with solution
acidity, as shown by the reduction in KD (Figure 1c, Table 1, and
Figure S1), which was particularly pronounced as the pH changed
from 5.5 to 4.5 and is primarily the result of the increased association
rate (ka) for association of heparin with GMCSF.

NMR Spectroscopy. NMR samples were prepared by
dialyzing 200 μM GMCSF against a buﬀer of 20 mM HEPES
and 1 mM EDTA at pH 7.4 or 5.5. NMR experiments were
performed on a Bruker Avance NEO 600 MHz spectrometer at
20 °C. NMR data were processed in NMRPipe and analyzed in
Sparky.30,31 NMR assignments were initially determined with
triple-resonance experiments at pH 7.4 and conﬁrmed by
BMRB entry 15531. Changes in resonance positions in
GMCSF spectra at pH 5.5 were conﬁrmed with standard
triple-resonance experiments. The 1H and 15N carrier
frequencies were set to the water resonance and 120 ppm,
respectively. NMR titrations of heparins into GMCSF were
performed by collecting a series of 1H−15N TROSY-HSQC
spectra with an increasing heparin concentration until
saturation was reached (i.e., no chemical shift perturbations
were observed). Chemical shifts were evaluated separately at
each pH to maintain consistency and eliminate the
propagation of changes in NMR spectral data across diﬀerent
pH values. Trimmed means for chemical shift perturbation
analyses were calculated by excluding the top and bottom 10%
of the data sets (i.e., apo, +dp4, +dp12) collected at a given
pH. Standard deviations were also determined from these data
sets.
Longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates were determined from peak intensities of each amide resonance at
multiple delay points after ﬁtting to an exponential curve.
Longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates were measured
with relaxation times of 0, 20 (twice), 60 (twice), 100, 200,
3543
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Figure 1. GMCSF−heparin interactions studied by SPR. (a) Structure of the major repeating sequence of heparin oligosaccharides (brackets) with
degrees of polymerization (dp) of 4 and 12. (b) X-ray crystal structure of GMCSF (PDB entry 2GMF) showing the positively (Arg and Lys, blue)
and negatively (Glu and Asp, red) charged residue distribution. The critical His residues clustered at the GMCSF termini are highlighted and
circled. (c) Normalized competitive binding between immobilized heparin and aqueous solutions of GMCSF (1 μM, no competing ligand) and
GMCSF complexed with unfractionated heparin (negative and positive controls) or heparin oligosaccharides dp4, dp6, dp8, dp10, and dp12 from
SPR experiments conducted at pH 7.4, 5.5, and 4.5. Error bars were determined from replicate experiments.

GMCSF without heparin were used as controls. At pH 5.5, no
competitive interaction was observed when 1 mM dp4, dp6, or
dp8 was preincubated with GMCSF (Figure 1c). Indeed, it
appears that dp4 and dp6 may even slightly enhance the
binding of GMCSF to immobilized heparin, relative to that of
the control sample. The extent of binding between surfacebound heparin and GMCSF was signiﬁcantly diminished only
in the presence of the dp10 and dp12 oligos, and 1 mM soluble
heparin completely blocked binding. Similar experiments were
conducted at pH 7.4 and 4.5 (Figure S1), suggesting that the
interaction between GMCSF and heparin is pH-dependent and
chain length-dependent beginning with a chain length of >8.
On the basis of these data, we used dp4 and dp12 heparin
oligos as representatives for each of the observed binding
characteristics of heparin in subsequent biophysical experiments.
The GMCSF Structure and Molecular Motions Are
Altered by Acidic pH. We obtained 1H15N heteronuclear
single-quantum coherence (HSQC) NMR spectra of GMCSF
at pH 7.4 and 5.5 to investigate the eﬀect of acidic conditions,
which favor heparin binding, on the GMCSF structure
(Figures S2 and S3). We did not collect NMR data at pH
4.5, which crosses the isoelectric point of GMCSF, due to
accelerated precipitation of the protein at NMR concentrations. Substantial chemical shift perturbations (Δδ) are
observed in the NMR spectrum of apo GMCSF at pH 5.5,
highlighting changes in the local environments of residues
primarily clustered around the histidine triad on helices A and
C (residues 17−22 and 81−87, respectively), the loop
connecting helix A and sheet β1 (residues 30−34), and the
loop connecting sheet β1 and helix B [residues 47−55 (Figure
2a and Figure S4)].
Longitudinal (R1) and transverse (R2) relaxation rates
measured by NMR highlight several regions of GMCSF with
evidence of conformational ﬂexibility (Figure 2b,c). Here, the
pH-dependent relaxation rates are plotted as the R1R2 product

with a force constant that gradually increased from 250 to 4000
kJ nm−2. The system was additionally simulated for 10 ns with
force constants for both restraints that gradually decreased to 0
kJ nm−2. Finally, three replicas of conventional MD runs were
performed for 1 μs each, and the trajectories were clustered
according to the protocol described for the dp4−GMCSF
complex.
Conventional Simulations of the GMCSF Protein. The
systems were composed of single GMCSF proteins in a 7.1 nm
× 7.1 nm × 7.1 nm dodecahedral box, ﬁlled with 7737 water
molecules. GMCSF was simulated in two variants: with His15,
His83, and His87 deprotonated, corresponding to a system at
or above neutral pH, and with His15, His83, and His87
protonated, mimicking the protein at low pH. For each of the
systems, we carried out 1 μs conventional MD runs. Residueaveraged root-mean-square ﬂuctuations (RMSF) for each
system were computed using gmx rmsf from the Gromacs
package. The evolution of RMSF over time was computed in
time intervals of ∼10 ns.

■

RESULTS
GMCSF−Heparin Interactions Are Size- and pHDependent. To assess the binding of unfractionated heparin
and heparin oligosaccharides (oligos) to GMCSF (Figure 1),
we used SPR. Sensorgrams collected with varying protein
concentrations were globally ﬁtted with a 1:1 Langmuir model,
and the binding kinetics and aﬃnities are listed in Table 1
We next performed solution/surface competition experiments in which preformed complexes of GMCSF and variably
sized heparin oligos (Figure 1a, dp4, dp6, dp8, dp10, and dp12,
where dp is the “degree of polymerization”) were passed over a
chip with immobilized heparin at pH 5.5 to examine the eﬀect
of heparin oligo chain size on the GMCSF−heparin
interaction. Complexes of GMCSF and heparin oligos that
had impaired binding to the chip surface were considered to
have stronger binding interactions. GMCSF with heparin and
3544
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Figure 2. pH-dependent structural and dynamic changes in GMCSF. (a) Combined 1H15N chemical shift perturbations (|ΔδpH 5.5 − ΔδpH 7.4|)
calculated as Δδ = (Δδ HN 2 + Δδ NH 2/25)/2 . The red and blue lines denote the 10% trimmed mean of the data and 1.5σ above the mean,
respectively. A cartoon representation of the GMCSF structure is shown above the panel. (b) NMR R1R2 relaxation parameters for apo GMCSF at
pH 7.4. The red dashed line denotes the 10% trimmed mean of all relaxation data, and the gray shaded area denotes ±1.5σ. The 10% trimmed
mean and ±1.5σ values are also listed. (c) NMR R1R2 relaxation parameters for apo GMCSF at pH 5.5. The red dashed line again denotes the 10%
trimmed mean of all relaxation data, and the gray shaded area denotes ±1.5σ. (d) Residues with R1R2 values below (−1.5σ) or above (1.5σ) the
10% trimmed mean R1R2 are mapped onto the GMCSF structure (PDB entry 2GMF). Tables S1−S4 list all R1R2 rates for residues mapped on the
GMCSF structure. Residues with R1R2 values outside the ±1.5σ boundaries but error bars within the ±1.5σ boundaries are also depicted on these
structures.

of the 10% trimmed mean, qualitatively suggesting picosecond
to nanosecond time scale motion, as the average order
parameter of the protein estimated from the entire data set
(S2) is 0.69. A majority of residues with depressed R1R2 values
are found at the N- and C-termini, proximal to the histidine
triad, while R30 and E45 are within loops or unstructured
regions of the protein (Figure S5). At acidic pH, more
microsecond-to-millisecond motions may be present within the
protein core and one face of the protein, based on regions
along helices A, C, and D that have a greater number of R1R2
values substantially elevated above 1.5σ of the 10% trimmed
mean, including W13, I19, R24, E35, S44, D48, L55, K72,
L110, L115, and V116 (Figure 2d, Figure S5, and Table S1).
Regions suggestive of fast time scale dynamics are practically
unchanged, restricted to terminal residues [namely N-terminal

to suppress contributions of anisotropic molecular tumbling
that complicate interpretations of chemical exchange.43
Average R1R2 values for each pH condition were 16.38 ±
0.54 s−2 (pH 5.5) and 15.65 ± 1.3 s−2 (pH 7.4), and the
average R1R2 determined from collective analysis of all
relaxation data was 16.0 ± 2.2 s−2, which is plotted as a
measure of statistical signiﬁcance.44,45 The average generalized
order parameter was estimated with the equation
Savg 2 = R1R 2/R1R 2max , using values of ⟨R1R2⟩ and R1Rmax
2
that reﬂect the entire data sets.43 At neutral pH, seven residues
within the core of GMCSF [N17, I19, S44, L70, G75, I101,
and F106 (Figure 2d)] display R1R2 values above 1.5σ of the
10% trimmed mean of all measured rates, possibly due to the
inﬂuence of Rex related to microsecond to millisecond motion.
An additional eight residues show R1R2 values well below 1.5σ
3545
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and S6 and Table S2). Although the binding of dp12 to
GMCSF at pH 5.5 induced chemical shift perturbations in only
13 resonances, these shifts were quite strong, and an additional
16 resonances were broadened beyond detection, suggesting a
change in the conformational exchange regime of these sites
(Figure 4b and Figure S2d). Interestingly, a majority of these
line-broadened residues were clustered directly around the
histidine triad believed to be critical for heparin binding, most
notably residues 17−21 along the positively charged α-helical
face of GMCSF (Figures S5 and S6 and Table S2). Overall,
dp12, the strongest binder of GMCSF in SPR experiments,
caused the greatest number and magnitude of chemical shift
perturbations at both neutral and acidic pH (Figure 4 and
Figure S3). The results of these NMR titrations are mapped
onto the GMCSF structure in Figure 5, showing 21 residues
(including those line-broadened beyond detection) aﬀected by
dp12 in nearly identical locations.
Binding of Heparin to GMCSF Modulates Protein
Motions. At neutral pH, values of the R1R2 product
determined with NMR spin relaxation experiments on the
GMCSF−dp4 complex do not diﬀer that substantially from
those of apo GMCSF [⟨R1R2⟩apo = 16.93 s−2; ⟨R1R2⟩dp4 = 16.38
s−2 (Table S4)], with the exception of residues showing a
depressed R1R2 (−1.5σ) in the GMCSF−dp4 complex,
localized along the surface of the protein surrounding the Nand C-termini as well as the positively charged helix A (Figure
S5b). Sites with elevated (+1.5σ) R1R2 parameters in apo
GMCSF are diminished, perhaps due to stabilization of
GMCSF from dp4 binding, at pH 7.4. Saturation of GMSCF
with dp12 restores apo-like R1R2 readouts, including weakly at
residues 24−28 adjacent to the histidine triad, and more
substantially at several sites thoughout the protein core,
suggestive of microsecond-to-millisecond motion (Figure S5c
and Table S3). Regions of apparent ﬂexibility in apo GMCSF
and its complexes with dp4 and dp12 diﬀer only locally in
these samples (Figure S5 and Tables S1−S3), and we speculate
that subtle modulation of the dynamics in residues surrounding
the supposed histidine binding site or terminal helices could
play a role in heparin docking, based on the varied impact of
heparins on GMCSF NMR spectra.
When dp4 was titrated into GMCSF at pH 5.5, protein
motions on the microsecond-to-millisecond (+1.5σ) and
picosecond-to-nanosecond (−1.5σ) time scales are suggested,
including at many sites distinct from apo GMCSF
[encompassing ±1.5σ (Tables S1 and S2)]. Evidence of
ﬂexibility clustered around the N-terminus (residues 3−10),
the linker region between helices A and β1 (residues 30−49),
and some residues within helix C (composed of residues 65−
88) is observed (Figure S5 and Table S2). Five additional
residues are line-broadened beyond detection (Figure S6), a
classical signature of millisecond dynamics46 that is neither
observed in the identical experiment at pH 7.4 nor caused
solely by a change in pH. When GMCSF is titrated with dp12
at pH 5.5, 11 residues show R1R2 values ≥1.5σ of the 10%
trimmed mean [most prominently S44, L59, L70, V116, and
F119 (Table S3)], while 16 additional resonances are
broadened beyond detection (Figure 6b, Figure S6, and
Table S3), also suggestive of millisecond motion. In the
GMCSF−dp12 complex, line-broadened residues are localized
directly along the N-terminal α-helix and surface-exposed areas
of adjacent helices, highlighting the unique eﬀect of larger
heparin oligos on the acidic form of GMCSF and its purported
binding site. Severe line broadening, which precludes

A3, R4, S5, S7, S9, and T10 (Table S1)] showing an average
generalized order parameter across GMCSF (S2) of 0.68 at pH
5.5, essentially within error of S2 estimated at pH 7.4.
The Structure and Dynamics of GMCSF Are Altered in
a pH- and Heparin Size-Dependent Manner. 15N-labeled
GMCSF was titrated with unfractionated heparin (containing
low- and high-molecular weight species), dp4, and dp12 at pH
7.4 and 5.5, to further characterize heparin binding. Combined
1 15
H N HSQC spectral perturbations were analyzed separately
in each pH regime to capture the eﬀects of heparin oligos
without propagating the “baseline” eﬀect of pH on apo
GMCSF reported in Figure 2a. At pH 7.4, unfractionated
heparin did not cause any chemical shift perturbations in the
GMCSF NMR spectrum (Figure 3a). Similarly, titration of

Figure 3. pH-dependent interaction of GMCSF with unfractionated
heparin. (a) 1H15N HSQC NMR spectrum of GMCSF at pH 7.4
(black) and GMCSF saturated with unfractionated heparin (red). (b)
Spectrum from an identical experiment carried out at pH 5.5.

GMCSF with dp4 at pH 7.4 perturbs only two resonances,
corresponding to E14 and L55 on helices A and B (Figure 4a
and Figures S2a and S4). However, when dp12 is titrated into
GMCSF at pH 7.4, chemical shifts of 27 residues are perturbed
(Figure 4a and Figure S2b).
The NMR spectrum of apo GMCSF at pH 5.5 was altered
more substantially by heparin oligos, in a manner distinct from
that of the acidic pH itself (Figure 2a and Figure S3). In the
presence of unfractionated heparin at pH 5.5, the entire NMR
spectrum of GMCSF is broadened beyond detection, with the
exception of 10 N- and C-terminal resonances (Figure 3b).
Presumably, this is due to the formation of a large complex
with slow molecular tumbling that has been previously
reported in other work.17 Titration of GMCSF with dp4 at
pH 5.5 revealed 10 strongly perturbed chemical shifts, and a
much greater level of overall perturbation relative to its apo
reference spectrum (Figure 4b and Figure S2c). Five
resonances were also broadened beyond detection but were
not localized to any speciﬁc region within GMCSF (Figures S5
3546
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Figure 4. Heparin-dependent structural changes in GMCSF. (a) Combined 1H15N chemical shift perturbations caused by binding of dp4 (red) and
dp12 (blue) to GMSCF at pH 7.4. Selected NMR resonances are shown to illustrate diﬀerences in chemical shift behavior of apo GMCSF (black
resonances) in the presence of dp4 (red) and dp12 (blue). (b) Combined 1H15N chemical shift perturbations caused by binding of dp4 (red) and
dp12 (blue) to GMSCF at pH 5.5. NMR resonances again illustrate diﬀerences in chemical shift behavior of apo GMCSF (black) in the presence of
dp4 (red) and dp12 (blue). Combined chemical shift perturbations in panels a and b were calculated with the equation
Δδ = (Δδ HN 2 + Δδ NH 2/25)/2 . Dashed lines represent 1.5σ above the 10% trimmed mean of all shifts measured at each pH value and are
used as a signiﬁcance cutoﬀ. Gray bars indicate instances in which the resonance was broadened beyond detection.

s−1.46 Variations in koff from ﬁts of the 1H versus 15N
dimensions (Figure S7) may arise from asymmetry in the
chemical shift trajectory, which often exhibits stronger shifts in
one dimension that are easier to ﬁt, or from standard errors
associated with the ﬁtting algorithms.47 Nonetheless, ﬁtted
rates are outside the microsecond-to-millisecond kex regime, as
are koff values derived from SPR (Table 1). Diﬀerences in the
SPR and NMR techniques themselves, which have been noted
several times in the literature,48−50 likely account for some
variance in the calculated koff parameters. Overall, the dynamic
character of apo GMCSF is fairly similar at pH 7.4 and 5.5,

relaxation analysis, is depicted with gray bars in Figure 6. The
disappearance of these resonances from the dp12-bound NMR
spectrum is also highlighted in Figure S6.
To ensure that NMR-detected dynamics were not due to
equilibrium ﬂuctuations caused by heparin binding and/or
unbinding, we performed NMR line shape analysis. The
average koff determined from line shape ﬁtting of onedimensional slices of 1H−15N correlation spectra is (2.2 ±
0.3) × 10−1 s−1 (Figure S7), suggesting the time scale for this
process occurs outside the exchange regime probed by NMR
spin relaxation, where typical kex values range from 100 to 3000
3547
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spontaneous binding of dp4 to GMCSF. Next, we clustered the
trajectories according to the positioning of dp4 with respect to
GMCSF. This approach led us to identify two major binding
poses (Figure 7a), which contributes to ∼50% of the total
trajectory length. In these binding poses, dp4 either enters a
binding pocket formed by His15, His83, and His87 or docks at
the positive interface of GMCSF helices A and C (Figures 1b
and 7a and Figure S4). Notably, both of these binding poses
are located in the immediate proximity of each other,
suggesting that a similar binding region may be shared by
longer heparin oligos. To verify this hypothesis, we performed
additional MD simulations in three replicas with a total length
of 3 μs of dp12 initially docked to the binding pocket of
GMCSF formed by His15, His83, and His87. As revealed by
cluster analysis, dp12 rapidly ﬁts in a cavity between helices A
and C of GMCSF during simulations, forming a well-deﬁned
complex (Figure 7b and Figure S10), in very good agreement
with NMR perturbations of GMCSF upon dp12 binding
(Figure 4), as well as with heparin-speciﬁc molecular docking
algorithms (Figure S11).
To understand how acidic pH and heparin binding perturb
the GMCSF structure, we performed two additional MD runs
of 1 μs each of GMCSF with histidine residues forming the
binding pocket in protonated or deprotonated forms. Next, we
computed the residue-averaged RMSF and the evolution of
RMSF over time for GMCSF in each simulated system. This
analysis shows that at higher pH values, where histidine
residues are deprotonated, structural ﬂuctuations of the
GMCSF protein are generally low (Figure 7c and Figure
S12). Protonation of histidine residues leads to an increased
number of ﬂuctuations at the N-terminal portion of GMCSF.
Beyond the N-terminus, a strong dynamic feature is observed
in dp4-bound GMCSF at pH 5.5 (Figure 7c). Analysis of pHdependent NMR relaxation rates shows that at pH 5.5, dp4
most strongly alters R1R2 parameters at the GMCSF termini
and within the protein core spanning residues 50−75 (Figure
S9b). Larger ﬂuctuations of the protonated GMCSF structure
suggest increased dynamics in backbone N−H bond vectors on
the picosecond-to-nanosecond time scale, which is consistent
with NMR data showing depressed R 1 R 2 parameters
surrounding the histidine triad, and may also explain smaller
average R1R2 values for heparin-bound GMCSF complexes
(Table S4). These ﬂuctuations are further magniﬁed by
binding of heparin oligos, particularly dp12, where multiple
events corresponding to the high RMSF of the N-terminal loop
occur over ∼700 ns (Figure S12). These ﬁndings are
consistent with NMR ΔR1R2 plots that show heparin-induced
changes to relaxation parameters at the N- and C-termini of
GMCSF (Figure S8c), which are less apparent at neutral pH
(Figure S8d). Overall, MD simulations suggest that the
increased dynamics of the N-terminus of GMCSF might
facilitate heparin binding, while NMR shows that although the
global eﬀect of dp4 and dp12 is fairly consistent across the
protein, local diﬀerences corresponding to terminal regions
and sites observed during MD simulations may contribute to
complex formation.

Figure 5. pH- and heparin size-dependent structural changes in
GMCSF. Chemical shift perturbations ≥1.5σ above the 10% trimmed
mean of data collected at pH 7.4 (top) and pH 5.5 (bottom) plotted
on the GMCSF structure. Spheres are sized and colored with
increasing magnitude of chemical shift (dp4, yellow → red; dp12,
cyan → dark blue).

with the acidic form showing slightly more ﬂexibility at the
termini surrounding the histidine triad. Binding of heparin
oligos to GMCSF activates diﬀerent patches of residues as a
function of pH and oligo size (Figures S5, S8, and S9 and
Tables S1−S3). The most striking diﬀerence among these
complexes is the degree of NMR line broadening observed
exclusively at pH 5.5.
In an attempt to visualize how similar (or diﬀerent) R1R2
relaxation parameters of dp4- and dp12-bound GMCSF were
to those of apo GMCSF, we conducted a correlation analysis
between these samples, where no change in R1R2 values across
the protein sequence would be expected to produce a linear
relationship (Figures S8 and S9). This comparison revealed a
greater deviation from linearity in heparin-bound GMCSF
complexes at pH 5.5 (Figures S8 and S9), suggesting that
overall, subtle diﬀerences in GMCSF dynamics inﬂuenced by
oligo size were most diﬀerent from those of the apoprotein at
acidic pH (Figures S8 and S9). Heparin size-dependent
diﬀerences in our NMR chemical shift and relaxation data
suggest that the length of the saccharide chain aﬀects its mode
of interaction with GMCSF. Likewise, heparin-bound GMCSF
complexes showed greater variability in relaxation parameters
relative to each other (i.e., dp4 vs dp12) at acidic pH.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations Establish Structural
Models for GMCSF−Heparin Complexes. Finally, to
evaluate possible GMCSF−heparin structures at low pH, we
performed MD simulations in six replicas of 1 μs each for the

■

DISCUSSION
GMCSF is an important mediator of innate immunity and was
previously shown to form pH-dependent complexes with
heparin using analytical and aﬃnity chromatography and light
scattering.13,16,17 The electrostatic interaction between
GMCSF and heparin is proposed to be predominantly
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Figure 6. Dynamics of GMCSF−heparin complexes. (a) Plots of R1R2 relaxation parameters determined by NMR for apo GMCSF (black circles)
and in the presence of dp4 (red circles) or dp12 (blue circles) at pH 7.4. Gray shaded areas mark ±1.5σ from the 10% trimmed mean (red line) of
all relaxation rates. The 10% trimmed mean and ±1.5σ values are also listed. A cartoon representation of the GMCSF structure is shown above the
panel. (b) Identical plots showing the heparin size dependence of R1R2 relaxation parameters at pH 5.5 for apo GMCSF (black) and in the presence
of dp4 (red) or dp12 (blue). Gray shaded areas mark ±1.5σ from the 10% trimmed mean (red line) of all relaxation rates. Vertical gray bars
represent instances of line broadening in the NMR spectrum of heparin-saturated GMCSF. Numerical summaries of these plots are listed in Tables
S1−S3.

Figure 7. MD simulations of GMCSF−heparin complexes. (a) Cluster analysis of the two main complexes of dp4 with GMCSF. These poses
account for ∼50% of the total simulation time (percentages of total simulation time are indicated next to each structure). A separation of the Nterminal helix from the protein core is observed. Spheres are sized and colored with the increasing magnitude of the NMR chemical shift (yellow →
orange). (b) Cluster analysis of the major GMCSF−dp12 complex, bound at the His3 site, where a signiﬁcant bend in the N-terminal helix exposes
the His residues. Spheres are sized and colored with the increasing magnitude of the NMR chemical shift (cyan → dark blue). (c) RMSFs of apo
GMCSF at neutral (black) and acidic (red) pH, and at acidic pH bound to dp4 (green) and dp12 (blue). RMSFs at the N-terminus of GMCSF and
along the positive interface (residues 40−60) are much larger in the presence of heparin oligos (black vs blue; black vs green) than those caused by
a change in pH alone (black vs red), indicating a speciﬁc eﬀect of the heparin oligos.

of these His residues.16 However, the structural changes
associated with the binding of heparin to GMCSF are not welldeﬁned. We used SPR, NMR, and MD simulations to dissect

mediated by histidine residues (His15, His83, and His87) that
ionize at acidic pH. These residues form a positively charged
binding pocket for heparin, which is abrogated upon mutation
3549
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the R1R2 proﬁles of heparin-bound GMCSF are subtly altered
in various regions of the protein, perhaps due to the heparin
oligo (de)stabilizing nearby structural elements through
binding, which in turn propagate to amino acids in adjacent
helices.
It is possible that altered backbone dynamics in the acidic
form of GMCSF may allow heparin to access the N-terminal
His residues to form stronger contacts (Figure 7). However, a
greater overall positive charge of the GMCSF protein could
also produce this eﬀect. NMR chemical shifts caused by a
change from pH 7.4 to 5.5 are consistent with local structural
alterations, and heparin-induced NMR chemical shift perturbations are stronger at acidic pH (Figure 4) and also show
severe line broadening, again hinting at contributions from
optimized electrostatics and dynamics, respectively. However,
questions of dynamic versus electrostatic contribution are
likely to be complicated in solution, and subsequent mutagenesis studies will be conducted to provide further insight
into the molecular role of these phenomena.
Novel MD simulations shed some light, as they demonstrate
that a change in pH alone does not induce the same degree of
large RMSF caused by heparin binding (Figure 7), suggesting
that GMCSF alone becomes dynamic at pH 5.5, and heparins
more strongly alter this state. These data are consistent with
NMR results showing changes in the speciﬁc residues
undergoing ﬂuctuations (Figures S5, S8, and S9 and Tables
S1−S3), as well as with NMR line broadening observed at only
pH 5.5 in the presence of heparin oligos (Figure S6).
Strikingly, MD simulations also show that heparin binding
bends the terminal helices of the protein away from the core,
facilitating the His−heparin interaction at pH 5.5. Again,
understanding the extent that repulsion of ionized His residues
could drive this process before heparin binding, as opposed to
structural dynamics simply allowing GMCSF to sample this
altered conformation in the presence of heparins, requires
further investigation.
Light scattering and sedimentation results of Wettreich and
co-workers previously suggested that for large GMCSF−GAG
complexes to form, multiple points of contact for heparin on
GMCSF must exist.17 However, a second binding surface was
not conclusively identiﬁed. Our combined SPR and NMR data
suggest that GMCSF has a preferential binding site, likely
mediated by strong electrostatic interactions suggested in prior
work. The second binding interaction is likely made available
upon the ﬁrst GMCSF−heparin contact and is dependent on
heparin chain length. The primary mediators of GMCSF−
heparin interactions were previously reported to be His15,
His83, and His87, though these histidine residues are not fully
solvent exposed in the GMCSF crystal structure. However, we
speculated that the heightened ﬂexibility of the GMCSF
termini could destabilize noncovalent interactions between
these π-stacked histidine residues and that molecular motions
could optimize the positively charged histidine binding pocket
for negatively charged heparin. Indeed, MD simulations carried
out on dp4− and dp12−GMCSF complexes demonstrate that
dp4 forms interactions with this positively charged cleft or the
adjacent positive residues along the N-terminal face of
GMCSF in a manner consistent with NMR chemical shift
perturbations (Figure 7). MD simulations also show that larger
oligos can further interface along helices A and C, where there
is another cluster of positively charged residues. These helices
showed evidence of ﬂexibility in NMR relaxation experiments
(Figures 2 and 6 and Figure S5) and are the sites of signiﬁcant

the GMCSF−heparin interaction at the molecular level. SPR
sensorgrams conﬁrm that heparin binds to GMCSF in a pHdependent manner. The rate of association of heparin with
GMCSF increases (i.e., tighter binding) at pH 4.5, and the
binding aﬃnity of heparin for GMCSF increases from 6.75 ×
10−6 to 1.99 × 10−7 M over the pH range studied (7.4−4.5).
These data are consistent with a GMCSF binding pocket that
is optimized for heparin at acidic pH. Interestingly, SPR data
suggest that GMCSF and heparin interact at neutral pH, as
well, albeit with an aﬃnity that is approximately 1 order of
magnitude lower, which has never been reported. It is possible
that this interaction is transient and cannot be easily detected
with the biochemical assays used in previous work. Indeed,
titration of heparin into GMCSF at neutral pH monitored by
NMR, which readily detects both transient and tightly bound
complexes,46 showed chemical shift perturbations consistent
with an interaction.
Although it was previously reported that the molecular
weight of heparin did not aﬀect its interactions with GMCSF,13
we found the GMCSF−heparin interaction to be oligo sizedependent (Figures 1c and 3). The lack of a previously
observed size dependence may be attributed to the use of
heterogeneous, polydisperse low-molecular weight heparins,
which have repeating heparin disaccharide units ranging from
dp4 to larger than dp24. In contrast, we found that the critical
size for a diﬀerence in binding character in a homogeneous
population is larger than dp8. On ﬁrst examination, it appears
that GMCSF−heparin complexes with dp values of ≥10
diminish sequestration of GMCSF by immobilized heparin
(Figure 1c); thus, GMCSF eﬃciently binds only heparins of a
minimum size threshold (larger than dp8). This is also
reﬂected in the number of residues that undergo chemical shift
perturbations during NMR titrations of GMCSF with dp4 at
pH 5.5, which is signiﬁcantly reduced from that of the identical
experiment with dp12 (Figures 2 and 4). However, a closer
examination of SPR data suggests that dp4 can increase the
eﬃciency by which GMCSF and immobilized heparin interact
compared to that of GMCSF alone.
We recorded 1H15N HSQC spectra of apo GMCSF and apo
GMCSF with saturating amounts of unfractionated heparin,
dp4, and dp12 at pH 7.4 and 5.5 and found that unfractionated
heparin did not cause any chemical shift perturbations at pH
7.4. However, when the experiment was repeated at pH 5.5,
the HSQC spectrum was almost entirely broadened beyond
detection, suggesting formation of a much larger complex that
limits the ability of GMCSF to tumble eﬃciently in solution.
The average molecular weight of a heparin chain in an
unfractionated mixture is ∼15 kDa (nearly the size of
GMCSF); thus, aggregates were expected and posed a
technical challenge in that the resulting molecule appeared to
be too large for the NMR study, precluding useful structural
information about GMCSF−heparin complexes. We therefore
used biosynthesized heparin oligos at shorter chain lengths so
that if complexes were formed with GMCSF, they would
remain small enough to maintain resolution by NMR and
circumvent this problem.
Solution NMR experiments indicate GMCSF experiences
unique local changes in structure and dynamics at neutral and
acidic pH, consistent with previously reported diﬀerences in
light scattering characteristics of GMCSF at pH 7.0 and 4.0.17
NMR experiments indicate that apo GMCSF displays similar
molecular motions in residues within or proximal to the
heparin docking site at pH 7.4 and 5.5 (Figure S9). In contrast,
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chemical shift perturbations during dp12 titrations (Figure 4).
These chemical shift signatures are exclusive to dp12,
consistent with shorter heparin oligos simply not being large
enough to dock with this region of GMCSF. Our model of the
GMCSF−heparin structure is further supported by the docking
of heparins onto GMCSF with a heparin-speciﬁc algorithm
that accounts for shallow charged pockets optimized for
polysaccharides within ClusPro (Figure S11). Consistent with
NMR chemical shifts and MD, all docked poses occur on the
positively charged face of GMCSF.
Backbone RMSFs determined from MD suggest that acidic
pH modulates the ﬂuctuations of apo GMCSF as well as its
heparin-bound complexes. These changes in local ﬂexibility,
also observed by NMR, may contribute to the higher aﬃnity of
heparins for GMCSF at pH ≤5.5. MD simulations show that
dp4 and dp12 oligos bend the N-terminal helix away from the
protein core (Figure 7), implying a mechanism in which
protein motions of GMCSF weaken intramolecular forces to
allow heparin oligos to access the binding pocket. Although the
largest NMR chemical shift perturbations are observed along
the heparin binding face of GMCSF, it should be noted that
chemical shift perturbations are also observed beyond the
heparin docking sites, indicating that heparins either propagate
a binding signal to distal regions of GMCSF (potentially by
altering the position of the N-terminal helix) or interact
transiently with other portions of the protein. A follow-up
study utilizing point mutations at the critical His residues will
ultimately shed more light on the biophysical origins of these
complexes.
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In this study, we probed the molecular determinants of the
interaction between two clinically relevant molecules, GMCSF
and heparin. Combined SPR and solution NMR studies
highlight pH-sensitive binding of heparin to GMCSF that is
also dependent on the length of the heparin saccharide chain.
These sensitivities in the GMCSF−heparin interaction impart
subtle changes to the structural ﬂexibility on GMCSF, which
may optimize the protein scaﬀold and distort the terminal helix
that exposes the His binding pocket.
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